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Reduced Order Models (ROMs) in a nutshell
Towards Real-Time Computing and Visualization, through an Offline–Online computational paradigm [1]-[2].

OFFLINE (full order): High Performance Computing

∗ Very expensive and time demanding;
∗ basis calculation done once after suitable

parameters sampling (ex: Proper Or-
thogonal Decomposition, RB, PGD, ...);

∗ HPC facilities.

ONLINE (reduced order): Advanced ROM techniques

∗ Extremely fast;
∗ real-time input-output evaluation;
∗ computational webserver via browser;
∗ enhancing sustainability;
∗ in situ, tablets or smartphones.

The computational webserver: Advanced Reduced Groupware Online Simulation ARGOS (ERC PoC)
Model order reduction for computational web server: to real world applications (https://argos.sissa.it/)

ROMs are able to deal with multiphysics
problems, as well as systems characterized by
multiple spatial and temporal scales, under
complex parametrization.
The input-output black box is suited for the en-
hancement by Artificial Intelligence (AI) algo-
rithms.
An integrated framework and approach:

input ROMs output

The methodology and associated computational technol-
ogy is characterized by a significant portability in several
fields and applications. ROMs provide important embed-
ded tools for digital twins, especially if enhanced by AI,
incorporating data analysis and Uncertainty Quantification
(UQ).

ATLAS: real-time computational webserver for data-driven cardiovascular flows
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ROMs for patient-specific data

The aim is to develop an efficient ROM
framework to reduce computational time
and to achieve a real time evaluation in
order to choose the best surgical plan
[3][5].

ROMs for optimal control problem

The aim is to develop a framework by
flow control on the outlet boundary con-
ditions [4].

(https://argos.sissa.it/atlas)
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FAST Computing
FAST Computing is the new SISSA startup granted throught ARGOS ERC PoC. The aim is to supply enterprises and insti-
tutions with technologies and methodologies, both developed within the SISSA mathLab group, able to get scientific compu-
tations in real time. Our solutions are suitable for every field, from manufacturing, to medicine and environmental sciences
(https://www.fastcomputing.net).
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